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ABSTRACT
While B+trees are the most popular index structure for
disk databases, the T-Tree has been widely accepted as
a promising index structure for main memory databases.
For over two decades the speed of CPUs has increased
faster than the speed of the main memory. Therefore, the
speed gap of the CPU and memory has rapidly become
steeper, and memory access has become the new bottle-
neck in databases. In this paper we explore concurrency
control and recovery in a new index structureT link-tree
which enhances the cache usage, reduces the number of ro-
tate operations and the overhead required for balancing the
tree by delayed split and deletion.
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1 Introduction

Database index structures have been researched for
decades. Disk databases use hard disk as storage and the
main issue is to keep the number of disk operations as low
as possible. This has led to the popularity of low, wide
tree-structures like B+tree [1]. The B+tree suits well for
disk databases and are the most common index structure
used.

Since a relatively large main memory has become
available, partially or fully memory resident databases have
became feasible. This has motivated the research of index
structures especially designed for main-memory databases
(MMDB) [2]. Unfortunately, over two decades the speed of
CPUs has increased faster than the speed of main memory.
Therefore, the speed gap between the CPU and main mem-
ory has rapidly become steeper, and main memory access
has become the new bottleneck in main memory databases
[3]. Thus, it is crucial to minimize both the number of main
memory accesses and the latency incurred from the main
memory accesses.

The B+tree have many benefits such as short access
paths with equal length and high node fan-out, i.e., the
number of children per node, is high. However, these ben-
efits lose their importance if main memory access is rela-
tively fast [4]. Therefore, T-tree was proposed [5]. T-Tree

offers efficient CPU-cycle usage, enhances the poor storage
properties of the AVL-tree [6]. Each T-tree node has mul-
tiple elements, thus reducing the need for rotations typical
to balanced binary trees. To achieve better scanning prop-
erties T∗-tree [7] was proposed where data is stored on leaf
nodes.

Main-memory structure organization and cache usage
is topical due to the increase in the memory processor speed
gap. Therefore, within the past few years many cache-
conscious data structures [8, 9, 10], programming conven-
tions [11] and design issues [12] has been proposed.

In this paper, we will extend Tlink-tree proposed in
[13] with a concurrency control and recovery methods. We
will use similar methods as in [14]. In our knowledge this
is the first time when concurrency control and recovery al-
gorithms are presented to the T-Tree and its variants.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2 we describe T-tree structure. In section 3
we propose a new Tlink-tree structure in detail and present
basic algorithms. Finally, Section 4 gives the conclusions
of this paper.

2 T-tree

The T-tree [5] is the most widely used index structure for
main memory database system (e.g. Starburst [15], Dali
[16], and Oracle TimesTen). The T-tree is a combination of
the AVL-tree [6] and B-tree [1]. Every node of the T-tree
contains several pairs of data items containing the key and
the pointer to a actual data. All items are sorted by the key
value within the node. Structure of the T-tree is similar to
binary trees (see Figure 1).

Definition 2.1 Maximum key value of the leaf node of left
sub-tree of the nodep is called Greatest Lower Bound
(GLB).

Definition 2.2 Minimum key value of the leaf node of right
sub-tree of the nodep is called Least Upper Bound (LUB).

Example 1 Consider T-tree in the Figure 1(b). GLB of the
root node is the key 15 and LUB of the root node is the key
32.
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Figure 1. Node structure and organization of the T-tree

T-tree has shown to be effective index structure for
main memory databases [5] but it has three drawbacks.
Firstly, due to its in-order traversal the T-tree performs un-
necessary traversal up and down of the tree in range queries
and when pages split or merge. Secondly, when a data item
is inserted or delete into/from the internal node, access to
the GLB node is needed. This causes unnecessary traversal
up and down of the tree. Additionally, the possibility for a
new node insertion and/or deletion becomes high because
it test the GLB node only in case of node overflow and un-
derflow. Finally, the height of the tree needs to be always
calculated in order to check the balance of the tree. If tree
is out of balance costly rotation operation is triggered.

3 The Tlink-tree

The most important problems of the original T-tree are the
height of the tree and bad performance in range queries.
Therefore, we have designed methods to decrease the
height of the tree significantly. Additionally, we have added
successor and predecessor pointers to every node in the
Tlink-tree to enhance speed of the range queries.

Database record of the Tlink-tree reside on record
pages where records are in a sorted order (see Figure 2).
Tlink-tree has a structure similar to a B-link tree [17]. The
Figure 2 shows the node organization of the Tlink-tree. A
node contains a left and right child pointer, a parent pointer,
successor pointer, and a predecessor pointer. Furthermore,
a node contains a low key value of records pointed by a key
pointer. Thus, every key value represents a range of records
between key value and next key value. Last key value of the
node represents the high-value of the left most record page.
Logical structure of the Tlink-tree is similar to T-Tree and
shown in Figure 2.

Formally, a Tlink-tree is an arrayT [0, ..., n] of pages
T [P ] indexes by uniquepage identifiersP = 0, ..., n.
We define our Tlink-tree as a sparse database index to
the database so that all pages store only the page iden-
tifier to actual database records. Anindex page P is
a page and contains a list ofindex recordsof the form
(k1, P1), (k2, P2), ..., (kn, Pn) wherek1, k2, ..., kn are key
values andP1, P2, ..., Pn are page identifiers to database
records. Note that the index page can be either a non leaf
or a leaf page.
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Figure 2. Organization of the Tlink-tree

Tlink-tree isstructurally consistentif it satisfies the
basic definition of the T-tree, so that each page can be ac-
cessed by following a child link to the eldest child and
then following the sideways links, level by level. A struc-
turally consistent Tlink-tree can contain underflow pages
and chains of successive sibling pages that are indirect chil-
dren of their parent. Structurally consistent Tlink-tree is
balancedif (1) none of its non root pages is underflow, (2)
no indirect child page has a right sibling page that is also
an indirect child, and (3) difference between the height of
the right and left sub trees of all nodes in the tree is never
more than one.

3.1 Concurrency control and Recovery

In a centralized database system,locks are usually used
to ensure the logical consistency of the database under a
concurrent history of transactions. Additionally,latches

are used to ensure the physical consistency of a database
page under a single operation. A latch is implemented by a
low-level primitive (semaphore) that provides a cheap syn-
chronization mechanism but no deadlock detection. Lock
request may be made with the conditional or the uncon-
ditional option. Aconditional request means that the re-
quester (transaction) is not willing to wait if the lock cannot
be granted immediately. Anunconditionalrequest means
that the requester is willing to wait until the lock is granted.
We usephysiological logging[18] as a compromise be-
tween physical logging and logical logging. We assume
that the buffer manager employs thesteal and no-force
buffering policies [18].

Physical redomeans that, when a page update needs
to be redone at recovery time, the page identification fields
of the log record are used to determine uniquely the af-
fected pages. Similarly,physical undomeans that, when
a page update needs to be undone during transaction roll-
back, the page identification fields of the log record are
used to determine the effected pages. The pages are then
accessed and the update is undone on these pages. Physi-
cal redo and undo provide faster recovery because only the
pages mentioned in the log record are accessed.
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We use a redo and undo recovery protocol for han-
dling the system failures. Restart recovery supports physi-
cal redo, physical undo (if possible), logical undo, concur-
rency control at the record level, and the steal-and-no-force
policies for the buffer management. The restart recovery
protocol is base on ARIES [18].

3.2 Search algorithm

Any successful index structure should provide support for
a two kinds of search operations. These search opera-
tions are random search for a particular item and a se-
quential search of a range of items. To perform a search
Search[key, θvalue] to fetch the first matching record
(key, page). Given a key valuekey < ∞, find the last
key valuekey and the associated record page identifier
page such thatkey satisfieskeyθvalue and the record
(key, page) is in the database. Hereθ is one of the com-
parison operators.

Sequential search algorithm for the Tlink-tree utilizes
the successor and predecessor pointers to reduce the over-
head. Note that in the T-Tree sequential search requires
moving up and down in the tree. To simulate the fetch-
next operation on a key range[min, max], the search op-
eration is used as follows. The search the first record
in the key range, a transactionT issuesSearch(key1,≥

min). To fetch the next record in the key range,T issues
Search(key2,≥ key1) and so on. The sequential search
algorithm operates as follows:

1. The search always starts at the root of the tree.

2. If the node is not a leaf node of the tree and the search
value is less than the minimum value of the node, then
search continues down the sub tree pointed by the left-
child pointer. Else, if the search value is greater than
the maximum value of the node, then search continues
down the sub tree pointed by the right-child pointer.

3. If the node is a leaf node and the search value is
greater than the maximum values of the node, then
search continues left the tree pointed by the successor
pointer. Else, search the current node.

To simplify the presentation of our algorithms, we
will use the following notations.

• slatch(P): Fix pageP and acquire an shared latch on
P .

• xlatch(P): Fix pageP and acquire an exclusive latch
onP .

• unlatch(P): Release the latch on pageP and unfixP .

• slock(r): Acquire an unconditional shared lock on
recordr.

• xlock(r): Acquire an unconditional exclusive lock on
recordr.

• unlock(r): Release the lock on recordr.

To performSearch[key, θvalue] operation, a trans-
action T takes as input a key valuekey and uses
Search(key, P ) algorithm to find the target leaf pageP
that covers the database record with key valuekey. The al-
gorithm traverses the tree using the latch-coupling method
with S latches and returns the page identification of the leaf
page that coverskey.

Search(key, P) {
P = root page; slatch(P);
do {

h = high-key(P);
l = low-key(P);
if (key < l) {

Q = P.left;
slatch(Q);unlatch(P);
P = Q;

} else if (key > h) {
if (P is a leaf page) {

Q = P.successor;
} else {

Q = P.right;
}
slatch(Q);unlatch(P);
P = Q;

} else {
search key from P;
if (bounding key value found) {

slatch(P.ptr); R = P.ptr; unlatch(P);
search key from R;

}
return R or NULL if not found;

}
} while (P);

}

Figure 3. Search algorithm.

3.3 Insert algorithm

The insert algorithm of the Tlink-tree is also very similar
with that of the T-Tree. A major difference is that the pre-
decessor and successor pointers are used to access neighbor
nodes. Additionally, the overflow handling method is dif-
ferent. When node overflow occurs in the T-Tree the min-
imum value of the current node is inserted into the GLB
node if there is free space. GLB node is founded travers-
ing the tree up and down. If there is no space available for
insertion a new leaf node is created and inserted.

In the Tlink-tree the LUB node is first checked for
available space using the successor pointer. If it has enough
space, the maximum value of the current node will be in-
serted there. Otherwise, the GLB node is checked for avail-
able space using the predecessor pointer. If it has enough
space, the minimum value of the current node will be in-
serted there. If both nodes do not have enough space,
then two new nodes are created below the overloaded node.
Keys are evenly distributed between these three nodes.
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As this approach uses both the GLB and LUB nodes,
it reduces the possibility of creating a new node compared
to T-Tree. This reduces check and rotates operations for
tree balancing. Additionally, this also increases space uti-
lization in the Tlink-tree. We call this algorithm split-delay
insert algorithm (see also Figure 4):

1. Search the node where the value belongs.

2. When a node is found, then we check for room for an-
other entry. If the insert value fit, then insert it into
this node and stop. Else, check weather there is room
in GLB node (this can be accessed using predecessor
pointer. If there is room, then remove the minimum
value from the node and insert this to GLB node and
insert the insert value the original node. If GLB node
has no room, check weather LUB node has room us-
ing successor link. If there is room, then remove the
maximum value from the node and insert this to LUB
node and insert the insert value to the original node.
Else, create a new leaf and insert the insert value to
this node.

3. If the search exhausts the tree and no node is found,
then insert the value in the last node on the search path.
If the insert value fits, then insert the value to the node.
Else, check weather there is room in GLB node (this
can be accessed using predecessor pointer. If there is
room, then remove the minimum value from the node
and insert this to GLB node and insert the insert value
the original node. If GLB node has no room, check
weather LUB node has room using successor link. If
there is room, then remove the maximum value from
the node and insert this to LUB node and insert the
insert value to the original node. Else, create a new
leaf and insert the insert value to this node.

4. If a new leaf was added, then check the tree for bal-
ance by following the path from the leaf to the root.
For each node in the search path, if the two sub trees
of a node differ in depth by more than one level, the
rotation (see Section 3.4 must be performed. Once
one rotation has been done, the tree is rebalanced and
processing stops.

The Insert(key, x, T) algorithm implements the
Insert[key, x] database operation in the forward-rolling
phase of transactionT . The given recordR = (key, x)
is inserted into the database. The insertion is redo-undo-
logged for transactionT , and the inserted recordr is X-
locked forT for commit duration.

Insert(key, x, T) {
P = Search(key);
if (free space) {
xlatch(P); insert key to P;
log(n,<T,insert,P,(key,x),Last-LSN(T)>)

unlatch(P);
} else {
Q = P.predecessor; xlatch(Q);
if (free space) {

move min-key from P to Q;
insert key to P;
log(n,<T,delete,P,(min-key,r), Last-Lsn(T)>)
log(n,<T,insert,P,(key,x),Last-LSN(T)>)
log(n,<T,insert,Q,(min-key,r),Last-LSN(T)>)
unlatch(P); unlatch(Q);

else {
Q = P.successor; xlatch(Q);
if (free space) {
move max-key from P to Q;
insert key to P;
log(n,<T,delete,P,(max-key,r), Last-Lsn(T)>)
log(n,<T,insert,P,(key,x),Last-LSN(T)>)
log(n,<T,insert,Q,(max-key,r),Last-LSN(T)>)
unlatch(P); unlatch(Q);

else {
unlatch(Q);
R=Split(P,Q)
Link(P,Q,R)
Rebalance(P);
unlatch(P);

}
}

}
}

Figure 4. Insert algorithm.

As a example consider a Tlink-tree in the Figure 2.
Inserting a new key with value 143 causes a page overflow.
There is no space both on GLB and LUB nodes. Therefore,
a high value of the node 148 is removed and inserted to a
new node (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Tlink-tree after key value 56 is inserted.

The operationsplit(Q) is used to split a full pageQ.
The operation allocates a new pageR, moves the upper half
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of the records fromQ to R, and makesR a right sibling of
Q.

Split(Q) {
allocate(R);
move half of the records from Q to R;
let records to be list of moved records;
log(n,<split, Q, R, (records)>);
Page-LSN(Q)=PageLSN(R)=n;

}

Figure 6. Split algorithm.

The operationlink(P, Q, R) is used to link the right
sibling pageR of pageQ to the parent pageP .

Link(P,Q,R) {
if (leaf) {

insert the index record (v,R) into P
change index record (v,Q) to (u,Q) in P
log(n,<link,P,(u,Q),(v,R)>)
Page-LSN(P)=n;

} else {
if (insert on left) {

R.successor = Q;
R.precessor = Q.precessor;

Q.precessor.successor = R;
Q.precessor = R;

R.parent = Q;
Q.left = Q;

log(n,<plink,left,R,Q)>)
Page-LSN(Q)=n
Page-LSN(R.precessor)=n;

} else {
R.successor = Q.successor;
Q.successor.precessor = R;
Q.successor = R;
R.precessor = Q;
R.parent = Q;
Q.right = R;
log(n,<plink,right,R,Q)>)
Page-LSN(Q)=n
Page-LSN(R.successor)=n;

}
}

}

Figure 7. Link algorithm.

3.4 Delete algorithm

We will use delayed delete method where a node is re-
moved from a tree only when whole node group becomes
empty. This leads to a reduction in the number of check and
rotate operations for tree resulting improved performance.
Firstly, search the node where the deleted value is. Then,
delete the value from the node. If the node is empty we
mark node to be removed. If a node is removed, then check
the tree for balance by following the path from the leaf to
the root. For each node in the search path, if the two sub
trees of a node differ in depth by more than one level, the

rotation must be performed. Once one rotation has been
done, the tree is rebalanced and processing stops.

3.5 Rebalancing algorithm

Despite the additional successor and predecessor pointers,
the rotate algorithm of the Tlink-tree is the same that of
T-Tree. Specifically, the rotate operation works as follows.
When a leaf node group is inserted or deleted, the rebalanc-
ing mechanism of the Tlink-tree checks the difference of
the depth of the two sub trees. This depth is stored control
structure of the node group on every node. If the difference
is larger than one, rebalancing is required.

4 Conclusion

While B+tree is the most popular index structure for
disk databases, the T-Tree has been widely accepted as a
promising index structure for main memory databases. In
this paper we explored a new index structureT link-tree
which enhances the cache usage, reduces the number of
rotate operations and the overhead required for balancing
the tree by delayed split and deletion.

We have extended our proposed method with a con-
currency control and recovery methods. This is the first
time to our knowledge when concurrency control and re-
covery algorithms are presented to the T-Tree and its vari-
ants.

More studies are needed to verify the proposed
method by fully implementing our algorithm and compar-
ing it to other cache sensitive methods.
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